
Cloud & Portal
Service

• Monitoring
• Reporting
• Alarming
• Trending
• Localization

Get your com.tom
today from
www.com-tom.de
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com.tom PORTAL UI

The following features are included:

- individual com.tom cloud server projects
- map view for simple navigation
- visualization (editor is integrated in the

Portal, no extra software)
- generation of reports in tabular form

(with CSV export) or as trend graph
- alarm management
- user management with alarm email

and alarm SMS
- management of data points (nodes)
- monitoring of connected com.tom

devices (keep alive)

com tom.



The system can be operated in a public
or private IT environment. While using
the Beck operated instance of the
com.tom Cloud system following options
can be offered:

- professional hosting in a
state-of-the-art data center

- located in Germany, operated by a
german company

- scalable virtual data center
(private cloud)

- high availability
- permanent monitoring of service

availability and quality
- service level agreement
- emergency hotline (24/7)
- several business models available:

- on premise
- SaaS (Software as a Service)
- PaaS (Platform as a Service)

Communication:

Security:

Data model:

- firewall/proxy friendly protocol (TCP port 443)
- full-duplex communication channel (WebSockets

based)
- keep-alive mechanism with offline detection
- low traffic (optimized for mobile networks)
- low latency (event-driven data transmission)
- remote procedure call (RPC) support

- end-to-end encryption (TLS) of the complete
communication

- authentication: mandatory
- password policy (length, complexity, black list)
- authorization: fine-grained permission system for

data access

- data types: boolean, integer (8/16/32/64 bit,
signed/unsigned), floating point (32/64 bit), string
(UTF-8), byte array

- flexible event-trigger configuration
- QoS levels (at most once, at least once, exactly

once, data log)
- scaling and formatting of values
- storage of historical data

com.tom Cloud Server

Features Operations

Platform for secure transmission, visualization and storage of process and configuration data.

Cloud Server


